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Despite the complex aero-propulsive interactions inherent in propeller-driven aircraft, lowcost methods for the analysis of distributed electric propulsion (DEP) aircraft are highly desirable to enable rapid aircraft design at the conceptual level. In this paper, a computationallyinexpensive method for analyzing the effect of a wing wake on the performance of pusher
propellers is demonstrated using a vortex lattice method (VLM) augmented with boundary
layer corrections and coupled with a blade element model (BEM). This approach captures
important features in blade loading unattainable by inviscid methods, and at computational
costs far below those of high-fidelity methods. The analysis for tractor-configured aircraft
uses a vortex ring model to analyze the slipstream interaction of the propellers over the wing.
These aero-propulsive analyses are subsequently used to compare performance of comparable
pusher- and tractor-configured aircraft. Results show increased propulsive efficiency for individual pusher propellers of up to 16.2%, depending on propeller location and thrust level.
At the vehicle level, the DEP aircraft in a pusher configuration benefited from increased aeropropulsive efficiency of 5.5%. An equivalent DEP tractor configuration showed a comparable
improvement of 5.3%. The simplicity of this approach allows for fast design iteration of DEP
aircraft at a fraction of the cost of current high-fidelity methods.
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wake half-width
wing chord
influence coefficient matrix of the wing
influence coefficient matrix of vortex rings
drag force
isolated vehicle drag
number of propellers
lift force
number of panels on lifting surface
torque
Reynolds number based on chord
thrust
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axial velocity at propeller
tangential velocity of propeller
freestream velocity
maximum velocity deficit at centerline of wake
distance behind wing trailing edge
vertical distance from wing
angle of attack
individual propeller efficiency
overall propulsive efficiency
vortex strength corresponding to panel 𝑛
momentum thickness at wing trailing edge

I. Introduction
Propeller-driven aircraft have proven to be the most efficient design solutions for flight at low to mid speeds, making
them especially practical for small to mid-sized business aircraft and general aviation. Further performance enhancements
can be gleaned by strategic placement and distribution of propellers. For aircraft in a tractor configuration, as in
Figure 1a, the propeller slipstream interaction with the wing has been well-studied and shown to improve aerodynamic
performance through increased lift and delay of turbulent separation [1–3]. The alternative pusher configuration, as
in Figure 1b, offers several potential benefits that are unrealizable by the traditional tractor configuration. First, with
the absence of the propeller slipstream over the wing, the pusher configuration can allow for larger regions of laminar
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flow to develop across the wing, which could lead to drag reductions and higher aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft.
The pusher configuration can also benefit from thrust and efficiency enhancements, taking advantage of the wingtip
vortices for improved propeller performance [3, 4]. Additionally, by mounting the propellers behind the wing, pilots
can experience improved visibility and passengers can benefit from a reduction in cabin noise. To compare potential
benefits in an aircraft design environment, it is necessary to first understand the complex aero-propulsive interactions of
each configuration type.

(a) Tractor configuration.

Fig. 1

(b) Pusher configuration.

Propeller configurations on aircraft wing.

A. Pusher Configuration
The wing-induced velocity field at a downstream propeller changes the blade loading and performance from
that of a propeller in a uniform freestream flow. This effect has previously been shown through inviscid theory to
increase efficiency, as the propeller recovers vortex energy shed from the wingtips [3]. Experimental results have
corroborated this, showing increased propeller thrust and reduced induced drag for such configurations [5]. Stokkermans
et al. performed Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations of a wing with a lifting-line-based propeller
model, finding improvements in propeller efficiency for tip-mounted propellers [4]. In this study they compared the
propeller performance to that of an isolated propeller, noting a 16% improvement in propulsive efficiency for a propeller
contributing 5% of total thrust required for cruise. Further accuracy has been obtained by using unsteady RANS
simulations to capture the aero-propulsive interactions. This was done by Yin et al. to evaluate the thrust loading on a
pusher propeller and demonstrate the impact that nonuniform loading can have on acoustics [6]. The aerodynamic
analysis in their study required 25 days of wall-clock run time for 16 propeller rotations using 96 CPUs. Although
a high level of detail in the physics of this model was achieved, the computational runtime makes such an approach
impractical for design at the conceptual level.
B. Tractor Configuration
Propeller wakes have previously been modeled using vortex tube models [7], which have been used with wings
modeled by lifting line theory or panel methods to evaluate the slipstream effect [8]. More accurate propeller models
capture both the tangential and axial induced velocities. McVeigh et al. [9] and Stone [10] applied results from a blade
element momentum theory (BEMT) analysis of the propeller to a modified lifting-line model and a fixed-wake panel
method, respectively. In these approaches, the mutual interaction between the propeller and the wing was neglected.
These interdependencies were captured by Veldhuis [11] and Witkowski et al. [12] through the use of a vortex-lattice
method (VLM) modeling both the propeller and the wing with close agreement to experimental tests. Higher-fidelity
models that remove the inviscid and irrotational assumption have also been studied [13–17]. Although such methods
may model the physics of the propeller–wing interaction more accurately, the computational cost associated with mesh
generation, large matrix inversion to solve for state variables, and post-processing limits their application to single
design point conditions. As a result, relaxing the fixed wake assumption in potential flow methods, such as that by
Bramesfeld and Maughmer [18] which was later applied to a propeller-wing system by Cole et al. [19], is more tractable
for aircraft design at the conceptual level.
2
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C. Research Objectives
Inviscid methods for modeling aero-propulsive interactions provide reasonable approximations for conceptual design,
however, such inviscid models are unable to capture important blade loading features on aft-mounted propellers obtained
through viscous modeling of the wing-propeller interaction. High-fidelity methods allow for increased accuracy in the
prediction of propeller and wing interactions, but at significant computational expense. This proves challenging in
conceptual design, where designers require evaluation of numerous configurations, and at different operating conditions,
as opposed to a single-point analysis. With this in mind, the key objectives of this paper are as follows:
1) Develop a computationally-inexpensive method for appropriately modeling the aero-propulsive interactions of
both pusher- and tractor-configured aircraft.
2) Evaluate the effect of distributed electric propulsion on overall vehicle performance of comparable tractor and
pusher configurations in cruise.
In this paper, we tackle the challenge of accurately modeling propeller-wing interactions at low-cost. The paper is
organized as follows: in Section II we discuss the wing and propeller models developed to enable appropriate analysis of
these interactions. In Section III we present the vehicle configurations we will use to compare performance. Section IV
provides our results, first for an individual propeller operating in the wake of the wing, and second for the DEP aircraft
in pusher- and tractor-configurations. We then end with our conclusions and a discussion of future work in Section V.

II. Approach
The wing analysis includes a blown wing slipstream analysis for tractor-configured propellers, as well as a wing
wake analysis to compute the velocity field at the plane of downstream propellers. The propeller analysis, based on blade
element theory, is used to evaluate propeller performance, and accounts for the wing wake for aft-mounted propellers.
The aero-propulsive efficiency is then used to compare the vehicle-level performance of different aircraft configurations.
A. Wing Analysis
Several low-fidelity methods exist for determining the aerodynamic forces and velocity field produced by a wing.
The vortex lattice method (VLM) is an example of such a method with high accuracy and reduced complexity, and has
been developed in SUAVE, an open-source aircraft design environment. It begins by discretizing the wing into a lattice
of chordwise and spanwise panels, each containing a horseshoe vortex as in lifting-line theory. Using the Biot-Savart
law, the velocities induced by all horseshoe vortices at each control point located at the three-quarter chord of each
panel are computed, yielding an influence coefficient matrix. Applying flow tangency along the camberline, the vortex
strengths are determined for the given geometry and flight conditions. These vortex strengths are used to compute
the aerodynamic forces on the wing, and can also be used to compute induced velocities elsewhere in the flow, again
using the Biot-Savart law. The implementation of the VLM in SUAVE uses a drag-free wake, where the trailing vortex
legs leave the trailing edge of the wing as straight segments extending downstream and parallel to the freestream. It is
assumed that the flow remains attached without separation along the wing.
1. Wing Wake Analysis
The velocity field downstream of the wing is required for the analysis of a pusher-configured propeller. The inviscid
wing wake is computed by leveraging the vortex strengths solved for previously by the VLM at the given flight condition.
First, a new influence coefficient matrix is computed for a set of new control points located in the propeller plane
downstream of the wing. To avoid discontinuities introduced by the singularities of the trailing vortices, these new
control points are selected to lie between trailing vortex lines. The velocity at each new control point, 𝑚, in the propeller
plane is then computed using the vector of vortex strengths from the VLM and the new influence coefficient matrix:
X
𝑣®𝑚 =
𝐶®𝑚,𝑛 Γ𝑛 .
(1)
𝑛

The resulting inviscid velocity field is then augmented with the velocity deficit due to the boundary layer growth
along the wing. The velocity deficit behind a flat plate follows the exponential relation of Equation 2 [20], which is used
to approximate the velocity deficit in the propeller plane behind thin wings at small angles of attack:

2!
𝑉𝑑𝑒 𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡
𝑧 𝑡𝑒
= 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 −2.773
.
𝑊0
𝑏 1/2

3

(2)

The maximum velocity deficit, 𝑊0 , and wake half-width, 𝑏 1/2 , follow the one-half power laws [20]:
 −1/2

𝑥 𝑡𝑒
𝑊0
,
= 0.402
𝑉∞
𝜃 𝑡𝑒

(3)

 1/2

𝑏 1/2
𝑥 𝑡𝑒
= 0.355
.
𝜃 𝑡𝑒
𝜃 𝑡𝑒

(4)
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Here, 𝑥 𝑡𝑒 is the distance behind the trailing edge of the wing, 𝜃 𝑡𝑒 is the momentum thickness at the trailing edge, and
𝑧 𝑡𝑒 is the vertical distance from the trailing edge of the wing. With the flow tripped at the leading edge, the turbulent
boundary layer develops, and the trailing edge momentum thickness is approximated as that of a flat plate:
𝜃 𝑡𝑒 =

0.036𝑐
.
𝑅𝑒 0.2
𝑐

(5)

Figure 2 shows the inviscid wake velocities and the velocity deficit due to the viscous contribution for several cases
of 𝑥𝜃𝑡𝑒
. The downwash shown in Figure 2a is as expected, with larger downwash near the wingtips and upwash just
𝑡𝑒
outside of the wingtips. The inviscid axial velocity in Figure 2b also aligns with expectations when considering the
contribution of the bound vortices, and is seen to be of lower magnitude than the downwash. From Figure 2c it is clear
that the viscous contribution to the wake is reduced for smaller trailing edge momentum thickness, or larger distance
from the trailing edge. This matches experimental results by Chevray and Kovasznay [21].

(a) Inviscid downwash in wing wake.

(b) Inviscid axial velocity in wing wake.

Fig. 2

(c) Viscous wake addition.

Velocity field in wing wake.

2. Propeller Slipstream Analysis
A vortex ring model similar to that used by Patterson and German [22] is used to model the effect of the propeller
slipstream on the wing of the tractor configuration. This concept of representing vorticity as rings closely follows
Helmholtz’s vortex theorems, which state that the strength of a vortex filament is constant and must end at a boundary,
extend to infinity, or in this case, form a closed loop. The geometry of each ring depends on the fixed helical wake
shape, modeled in Figure 3b, and its corresponding vortex strength from the BEM. As the propeller rotates about its
axis at each predefined time step, a distribution of circulation can be determined from the load on the propeller blades.
Slipstream contraction of the helical wake is modeled using the approach outlined by Stone [10]. Realistically, the
uniform helical shape of the wake breaks down due to instability, leapfrogging, and pairing of tip vortex filaments as
noted by Alvarez [23]. However, in the first few rotations where the assumptions of momentum theory are valid, a fixed
wake approximation is reasonable for determining the aerodynamic loads. For the given flight conditions, 100 time
steps of wake development was sufficient to achieve such definition. With a method that uses the same singularities as
the horseshoe vortices of the VLM, the induced velocity created by the potential of the wake can be computed anywhere
in the flow field.
4
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(a) Schematic of VLM wing parametization and influence of a vortex
line segment at point P.

Fig. 3

(b) Fixed helical wake model superimposed on wing
lattice.

Visualization of potential methods for prediction of aero-propulsive loads.

The vortex ring elements are planar and trapezoidal in shape with a finite chord and consist of vortex filaments of
equal strength on all four sides. The total induced velocity of each ring is computed by summing the influence from the
four individual filaments. For the vortex line segment between points 1 and 2 in Figure 3a, the velocity induced at an
arbitrary point, 𝑃 can be determined by Equation 6,


𝑟®1 𝑟®2
Γ 𝑟®1 × 𝑟®2
𝑟®0 ·
𝑣®1,2 =
−
,
(6)
4𝜋 |®
𝑟1 𝑟2
𝑟 1 × 𝑟®2 | 2
where
q
𝑟®0 = (𝑥2 − 𝑥1 ) 2 + (𝑦 2 − 𝑦 1 ) 2 + (𝑧 2 − 𝑧 1 ) 2 ,
q
2
2
2
𝑟®1 = 𝑥 𝑝 − 𝑥1 + 𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑦 1 + 𝑧 𝑝 − 𝑧 1 ,
q
2
2
2
𝑟®2 = 𝑥 𝑝 − 𝑥2 + 𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 𝑝 − 𝑧 2 .

(7b)

𝑣®𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑣® 𝐴𝐵 + 𝑣® 𝐵𝐶 + 𝑣®𝐶𝐷 + 𝑣®𝐷 𝐴 .

(8)

(7a)

(7c)

Therefore,
Note that continuity is preserved by the order of the subscripts, which indicate the direction of the circulation vector.
The total induced velocity at a control point on the wing, denoted by 𝑚, can be determined by numerically integrating
the collective influence from the system of vortex rings from the propeller and the system of horseshoe vortices on the
wing as provided in Equation 9,
𝑣®𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑣®𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑣®𝑚𝑤 𝑎𝑘𝑒 ,

(9)

where
𝑣®𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑁
X

𝐶®𝑚,𝑛 Γ𝑛 ,

(10a)

𝐶®𝑚𝑟 ,𝑡 Γ𝑟 .

(10b)

𝑛=1

𝑣®𝑚𝑤 𝑎𝑘𝑒 =

X

𝑁 is the total number of panels on the lifting surface. 𝐶®𝑚,𝑛 is the influence coefficient matrix which depends on the
geometry of the 𝑛th horseshoe vortex and its distance from the control point of the 𝑚th panel. The construction of these
matrices for the VLM is outlined in [24]. Similarly, 𝐶®𝑚𝑟 ,𝑡 is the influence matrix constructed from the distribution of
vortex rings in the helical wake at radial location, 𝑟, and time step, 𝑡.

5
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B. Propeller Analysis
Blade-element models (BEMs) are commonly used for analyzing propeller performance in axial flight due to their
computational efficiency and relative accuracy [25–29]. The BEM developed in SUAVE divides each blade into radial
sections and computes the effective angle of attack of each blade section at each azimuthal location. The effective angle
of attack depends on the twist angle of the blade as well as the axial and tangential velocity components at the section
location. Once this is established, the lift and drag of each two-dimensional section of the blade is computed, and the
sectional forces are decomposed into corresponding thrust and torque forces at each azimuthal location. For propellers
in a non-uniform freestream flow, the thrust and torque forces are time-averaged around the azimuth before summing
across the blade to provide a measure of total thrust and torque of the propeller, as well as the time-averaged propeller
efficiency.
C. Aircraft-Level Analysis
For the pusher-configured aircraft, the propeller effect on the wing is relatively small and is therefore neglected.
This approximation is reasonable for propellers located far enough behind the wing or operating at sufficiently-low
thrust levels [30, 31]. The latter is particularly relevant for DEP aircraft, where the thrust is distributed across the span.
For the tractor-configured aircraft, the wing effect on the propeller is also relatively small and thus neglected. For
both configurations, the wing angle of attack and propeller advance ratios are optimized to converge on a level and
steady flight condition. The resulting aerodynamic and propulsive efficiencies are then used in the computation of an
aero-propulsive efficiency, given by Equation 11, to assess and compare the vehicle-level performance of different
configurations:
 
𝐿
· 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 .
(11)
𝐷
Here, 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total propulsive efficiency of the propellers, and is related to the individual propulsive efficiencies
of the 𝐼 distributed propellers by Equation 12:
𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡 =

𝐼
X
𝑃𝑖
𝑉𝑇
=
𝜂 𝑝,𝑖 .
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑖=1 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡

(12)

III. Vehicle Setup
A general aviation aircraft inspired by the X-57 Maxwell is shown in pusher and tractor configurations in Figure 1
and is used to evaluate the effect of distributed electric propulsion on aero-propulsive efficiency. The main wing has a
taper ratio of 0.7 with a 9.6𝑚 span. Direct comparisons between tractor- and pusher- configured DEP are explored using
three variants of propeller distributions. Fourteen-, ten-, and six-propeller DEP models are used in both pusher and
tractor configurations. The sizes of the propellers were chosen to allow for equal spacing between propeller tips across
all configurations, and are shown in Table 1. Before analyzing the wing and propeller interactions, the isolated drag of
the aircraft in cruise was computed and provides baseline thrust values required per propeller as also shown in Table 1.
For the pusher configuration, since the propeller effect on the wing is neglected, the baseline thrust becomes the actual
thrust required by each propeller for steady and level flight. The advance ratio of the propeller is then optimized to
converge on this thrust. For the tractor configuration, the baseline thrust provides an initial point used to converge on
steady and level flight through an optimization of the wing angle of attack and the advance ratio of the propeller.
Table 1

Propeller parameters for each distribution case.
Propeller Parameters

Propeller Distribution
(Number of Propellers)
14
10
6

Tip Radius
(m)
0.31
0.45
0.77

6

Baseline Thrust
(N, Per Propeller)
24 (7% 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 )
34 (10% 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 )
57 (17% 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 )

IV. Results
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A. Individual Propeller in Pusher Configuration
A 0.45m radius propeller is first used to evaluate the performance of an individual pusher propeller in the wake
of the wing. The axial and downwash velocity fields produced by the wing wake at the propeller disk are extracted
from the wake model, and are used to obtain the axial and tangential velocities shown in Figure 4. The downwash from
the wing generates an increased tangential velocity of the propeller on the upward rotation. The boundary layer effect
from the wing yields a significant axial velocity deficit in a thin region downstream of the wing. Small changes in axial
velocity from the freestream are seen outside of this region due to the influence of the bound vortices along the wing.

Fig. 4

Velocities at propeller location.

With the wing effect accounted for in the propeller model, the increased tangential velocities on the right half of the
propeller disk result in higher lift and correspondingly higher thrust and torque outputs. This is seen by the regions of
increased thrust and torque on the right half of the propeller disks in Figure 5.

(a) Thrust distribution.

Fig. 5

(b) Torque distribution.

BEM output blade loading distribution.

A critical feature of the thrust distribution in Figure 5a is the region of increased thrust encountered as the blade
passes through the 0° and 180° azimuthal angles. In these regions the blade encounters a 13% reduction in axial velocity,
seen in Figure 4, due to the viscous boundary layer contribution to the wing wake. This velocity deficit increases the
effective angle of attack of the blade and tilts the lift vector into the thrust direction, resulting in these high thrust areas.
These blade loading trends match the unsteady RANS results found by Yin et al. [6] at a fraction of the cost, taking just
25 seconds for the full wing wake and propeller analyses as opposed to the 25 days required for the URANS model.
7
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Although this low-fidelity method will not capture the physics as well as a full unsteady RANS simulation, it does
capture the major trends with the critical regions of increased thrust behind the wing, which will correspond to increased
noise due to the high thrust gradient. Capturing this feature is promising, and could enable the incorporation of acoustic
considerations into aircraft conceptual design, as we intend to do in future work.
The effect of the wing wake on propulsive efficiency depends largely on the strength of the wingtip vortices, and
the proximity of the propeller to the wingtips. Figure 6 demonstrates these effects on the propulsive efficiency of the
individual propeller, 𝜂 𝑝 , as well as its weighted contribution, 𝜂 𝑝 × %𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 , where 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 is the isolated drag of the vehicle
at the given flight condition. Maximum benefits in individual propeller efficiency are achieved as the propeller moves
towards the wingtip. Although the lower thrust levels show higher increases in individual propulsive efficiency during
cruise, as shown in Figure 6a, the larger thrust levels perform better when considering their impact at the vehicle-level,
as demonstrated in Figure 6b. Figures 6c and 6d show that at higher angles of attack, which will be encountered
during climb segments, the propeller benefits further from the high vortex strengths produced, resulting in significant
improvements to individual propeller efficiencies of up to 24% for a propeller providing a thrust of 5% 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 .

(a) Effect of propeller location on efficiency at cruise
conditions.

(b) Effect of propeller location on weighted efficiency at
cruise conditions.

(c) Effect of angle of attack on propeller efficiency.

(d) Effect of angle of attack on weighted efficiency.

Fig. 6

Effect of spanwise location, angle of attack, and thrust level on individual propeller performance.

For a given thrust level, a larger propeller radius was found to increase the propulsive efficiency of the individual
propeller at all locations along the span, as shown in Figure 7a. The previous results incorporated an inboard-up rotation
with the propellers rotating against the direction of the wingtip vortices. It is important to note that for an inboard-down
rotation the opposite trends result, as shown in Figure 7b for the 5% 𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 thrust level. One implication of this is that the
benefits of tip-mounted propellers are likely restricted to electric propulsion aircraft, since engine manufacturers are
unlikely to produce two internal combustion engines that rotate in opposite directions.

8
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(a) Effect of propeller radius on efficiency improvement
for 𝑇 = 0.05𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 .

Fig. 7

(b) Effect of rotation direction on efficiency improvement
for 𝑇 = 0.05𝐷 𝑖𝑠𝑜 .

Effect of propeller radius and rotation direction on efficiency improvement.

B. DEP Aircraft Configurations
For the propeller sizing provided in Table 1, the three DEP aircraft in the pusher configuration were analyzed.
As shown in the prior results, the larger propeller operating at a lower thrust level sees the highest improvement in
propulsive efficiency. This introduces competing effects in the DEP pusher configurations, where increasing the size
of the propeller reduces the number of propellers along the span, thereby increasing the thrust level required by each
propeller for cruise. For the three distributions considered here, the increase in propeller efficiencies of the individual
propellers at their fixed thrust values are shown in Figure 8a. The 6-propeller configuration with the largest radius yields
higher increases in propeller efficiency across the span despite having a higher thrust level per propeller. The total
propulsive efficiency was computed using Equation 12, and combined with the lift-to-drag ratio to provide a measure
of aero-propulsive efficiency. The DEP tractor configurations were then analyzed with the same propeller spanwise
locations. A comparison of the aero-propulsive efficiencies of the tractor and pusher configuration for each propeller
distribution case is shown in Figure 8b.

(a) Propeller efficiencies for pusher configurations.

Fig. 8

(b) Comparison of aero-propulsive efficiencies.

Performance comparison of DEP Aircraft Configurations.

For the three distributions, similar performance enhancements over the isolated cases are achieved with either a
pusher or tractor configuration. This follows Kroo’s conclusion that for an inviscid analysis, equal increases in efficiency
can be obtained by using tractor or pusher configurations [3]. Although the viscous component of the wake analysis in
our method is important for capturing the blade loading characteristics that match high-fidelity methods, its contribution
to the increase in propulsive efficiency is relatively small, and thus the inviscid wake contribution dominates the
9

performance trends.
These results show the successful implementation of the aero-propulsive analyses developed in this paper applied to
three specified cases of pusher- and tractor-configured DEP aircraft. The purpose of this paper was to demonstrate
the ability to model the aero-propulsive interactions at low computational cost, and use these models to compare DEP
aircraft configurations. The results in Figure 8b are therefore not intended to provide an indication of optimal propeller
distribution, but rather to show the direct comparison between three specified propeller distribution cases in both pusher
and tractor configuration. Future applications can extend this work to further measure the performance benefits of
propeller distributions by performing a full vehicle optimization.
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V. Conclusion
In this paper, a comprehensive aero-propulsive method for the analysis of DEP aircraft was developed and used
to evaluate the aero-propulsive efficiency of a general aviation aircraft under various propeller distributions. The
approach included the implementation of a generalized wing analysis using a vortex lattice method and a generalized
propeller analysis using blade element theory. Additional analyses of the propeller slipstream, using a vortex ring model,
and the wing wake velocity field, using the VLM with boundary layer corrections, enabled proper modeling of the
propeller-wing interactions for both pusher- and tractor-configured aircraft.
For an individual propeller in pusher configuration, results corroborated prior findings that high vortex strengths near
the wingtips lead to increased propulsive efficiency of the inboard-up rotating propeller. Inclusion of the wing boundary
layer effect in the computation of the velocity field downstream of the wing allowed for capturing blade loading features
that match trends obtained from high-fidelity methods. These features are critical when it comes to predicting noise,
which is directly impacted by the gradient of thrust loading, and may enable acoustic considerations to be incorporated
at low computational cost in future conceptual aircraft design. The aero-propulsive loads from medium-fidelity tools
such as those employed in this study can therefore provide time histories of varying loads used in sound propagation
formulations such as the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation, as we intend to explore in future work.
Finally, the analysis of comparable pusher- and tractor-configured aircraft showed similar gains in aero-propulsive
efficiency over their respective isolated cases. Now that this analysis framework is in place, a full optimization of DEP
aircraft can be conducted to provide meaningful analysis of the effect of an optimal propeller distribution on overall
vehicle efficiency, and at a significant reduction in computational expense.
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